
         
 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 
 

 
 

The pop-culture sensation makes a colossal return in the highly 
anticipated dark fantasy anime sequel 

ATTACK ON TITAN 
SEASON 2  

On DVD and Blu-ray™ February 26 
 

 
The battle for humanity’s survival continues as the epic anime adventure ATTACK ON TITAN 

SEASON 2 arrives on DVD, Blu-ray™ and Limited Edition Blu-ray™ on February 26, courtesy of 

Sony Pictures Home Entertainment. With an all new 12-episode season, the struggles become more 

personal and the secrets of not only the Titans, but of those around them, will start to unravel. 

 

Based on Hajime Isayama’s New York Times best-selling manga with over 2.5 million copies in 

print, ATTACK ON TITAN tells the story of humanity’s last remnants, sheltered behind large “walls” 

in fear of the giant humanoid “Titans” who hunt them. When the wall is breached and Eren Jaeger’s 



mother is killed, the young man enlists in the Scout Regiment, the military’s front line in their war to 

reclaim humanity’s home, angrily declaring that he’ll kill all the Titans. 

 

Produced by the celebrated WIT Studio (The Ancient Magus’ Bride), ATTACK ON TITAN SEASON 

TWO is helmed by Chief Director Tetsuro Araki (Death Note) and Director Masashi Koizuka (Attack 

on Titan Episode Director). Shunichi Yoshihara (JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure) returns as art director, 

with character designs by Kyoji Asano (PSYCHO-PASS) and music composed by Hiroyuki Sawano 

(Kill la Kill). 

 

The cast is led by Yūki Kaji (My Hero Academia), Yui Ishikawa (NieR: Automata) and Marina Inoue 

(The Seven Deadly Sins), reprising their roles from the first season. The release also includes an 

English language dub starring Bryce Papenbrook (Sword Art Online), Trina Nishimura (Steins;Gate) 

and Josh Grelle (Yuri!!! On ICE). 

 

ATTACK ON TITAN SEASON TWO will also be available as a Limited Edition DVD and Blu-ray™ 

Box Set featuring a wealth of bonus content, including episode commentaries and interviews, the 24-

page “Notes From Beyond the Wall: Part III”, plus an exclusive 60-page Art Book, featuring concept 

art and behind-the-scenes content. 

 

Synopsis: 
Eren Jaeger’s battle against the Titans rages on! After fighting the female Titan, he has no time to rest 
as a horde approaches Wall Rose. With his ferocious abilities and a new plan, Eren and his friends set 
out to face the Titans head-on. But as they prepare for war, they begin to unearth terrifying secrets. 
What are the Titans really, and where do they get their power? As they begin investigating the danger 
hidden within the walls, a colossal reveal shakes them to the core! More Titan shifters are identified, 
and worse yet, a new Abnormal appears – the horrifying Beast Titan! Does humanity stand a chance 
at survival with no one to trust and a new evil on the horizon? 
 
 
DVD & Blu-ray Limited Edition Bonus Features: 

• Episode Commentaries 
• Anime Expo 2017: Interview with Trina Nishimura, Tetsuya Kinoshita & Yui Ishikawa 
• Interview with Original Creator Hajime Isayama 
• Inside the Episode 
• Eyecatch Gallery 
• Promo Videos 
• Textless Opening & Closing Songs 
• Trailers 

PLUS: 
• 24-page “Notes From Beyond the Wall: Part III” 
• 60-page Art Book 

 
 

 



ATTACK ON TITAN SEASON TWO contains twelve episodes with an approximate run time of 25 
minutes each and is not yet rated.  
 
ABOUT FUNIMATION ENTERTAINMENT: 
Funimation Entertainment is a Sony Pictures Entertainment (SPE) company and an industry leading destination 
for extraordinary anime on both home entertainment and the next generation streaming service FunimationNow. 
FunimationNow provides subscribers with a diverse catalogue of fan favourites like Attack on Titan and the 
latest “Broadcast Dubs” in ad-free HD on a wide array of devices and platforms. For more information, visit 
http://www.funimation.com 
 
ABOUT SONY PICTURES HOME ENTERTAINMENT 
Sony Pictures Home Entertainment (SPHE) is a Sony Pictures Entertainment (SPE) company. SPE is a 
subsidiary of Sony Entertainment Inc., which is a subsidiary of Tokyo-based Sony Corporation. SPE's global 
operations encompass motion picture production, acquisition, and distribution; television production, 
acquisition, and distribution; television networks; digital content creation and distribution; operation of studio 
facilities; and development of new entertainment products, services and technologies. SPE’s Motion Picture 
Group includes film labels Columbia Pictures, Screen Gems, TriStar Pictures, Sony Pictures Animation, and 
Sony Pictures Classics.  For additional information, visit http://www.sonypictures.com.  
 
 

CONTACTS: 
For all Home Entertainment enquiries, please contact: 

Elle McAtamney 
elle@fetch.fm 
0203 405 4312 

 
 
 


